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Abstract: In 1914 the First World War broke out on a generally blameless world, a world that actually connected 

fighting with superb mounted force charges and the honorable quest for chivalrous beliefs. This was the world's 

first insight of current automated fighting. As the months and years passed, each bringing expanding butcher and 

wretchedness, the troopers turned out to be progressively frustrated. A significant number of the most grounded 

fights the war were made with the help of verse by youngsters astonished by what they saw. They not just 

expounded on the physical agony of wounds and passings, yet additionally the psychological torment that was 

outcomes of war. One of these writers was Wilfred Owen. In his verse we discover the sentiments of 

purposelessness, frightfulness, and dehumanization that he experienced in war. 
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 World War I broke out on a generally honest world, a world that actually connected fighting with brilliant 

rangers charges and respectable quest for gallant goals. Individuals were entirely not ready for the detestations of 

current close quarters conflict, and the Great War cleared out basically an entire age of youngsters and broke 

endless dreams and goals. No other war tested existing shows, ethics, and goals similarly as World War I did. 

World War I saw the motorization of weapons (hefty mounted guns, tanks), the utilization of toxin gas, the long 

impasse on the Western Front, and close quarters conflict, all of which brought about the gigantic loss of human 

life.  

 The four-year battle (from 1914 to 1918) shook the world and appeared to check the finish of an entire 

period of European human advancement. The revulsions of the First World War denoted the finish of a period of 

Western European liberal culture. Profound mental injuries were caused in the psyches of the survivors and a 

physical and otherworldly no man's land was made across Europe. This devastation was progressively reflected in 

the verse of these years. It got hard to keep on having confidence in the brave liberal qualities communicated in 

Brooke's "The Soldier". There is a reasonable sense that the earlier century and its qualities are, truth be told, a 

'cadaver outleant', to utilize Hardy's expression.  
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 A modest bunch of writers took an interest in the war, battled in the war, and some like Wilfred Owen, 

kicked the bucket in the war. The verse of these "war artists", as they are later named, shows a direct record of the 

fierceness and the destruction of battle in a world which actually accepted that war was chivalrous and pleased. 

They were generally skilled to communicate the experience of those horrible years and they composed 

predominantly in light of individual encounters. They "were included on the front, anyway impractically they may 

have felt about the war when they originally signed up, before long understood its full loathsomeness, and this 

acknowledgment influenced both their minds and their idyllic procedures. They needed to discover a method of 

communicating the horrible realities they had encountered, and in any event, when they didn't communicate them 

straightforwardly, the hidden information influenced the manner in which they composed. 

 The experience of the front line war poets was more overwhelming, more prolonged and  more  intense 

than for any previous generation of soldiers. … Men found themselves to  be driven cogs in vast, insensitive, 

impersonal machines, stripped of will,  morality, and  dignity. They were victims of the grossest abuses by the 

countries which they served and  so often loved. … most of the poets showed no grasp of power politics, the 

relentless  pressure of arms industry economics and propaganda, no understanding of causes or  cures for 

the war. They spoke simply as human beings caught up in bewildering and  shocking events. As human 

beings they recorded their experiences and moral responses.  They spoke of the problems of modern warfare 

conducted by “advanced” and “civilized”  nations.  

 Owen was not set up to meet the condition down and dirty in France: sloppy, cool, wet, rodent plagued box 

extending over the appalling scene of the Western Front. The consistent shelling and utilization of gas, the foulness 

and dirtiness, men lying blown to pieces - these shocking sights met Owen during the most exceedingly terrible 

winter of the war.8 Like the majority of his counterparts in France, he quickly turned out to be originally 

disappointed, at that point dismayed at the revulsions of war, and an energy which he saw to be established on 

bogus qualities. Raised and rehearsing as an ardent Christian, he, in the same way as other of his age, lost his 

confidence in the mud of Flanders. While he was experiencing 'neurasthenia' or 'shell-stun', portrayed by disarray, 

shaking, cognitive decline and repulsive bad dreams, he was shipped off Craiglockhaut War Hospital, close to 

Edinburgh, and he met Captain Siegfried Sassoon, a renowned war artist who was remaining at a similar clinic. 

This gathering appears to have been the genuine beginning of Owen's profession as a develop and real writer. Being 

impacted by Sassoon, Owen settled "to revolt against the battle, in cruel, clear and upsetting words, unsoftened by 

any lovely or enthusiastic doublespeaks." Owen had composed refrain before the battle with Gray, Keats or 

Tennyson for models; yet it was his respecting kinship for Mr. Sassoon that made him a war-writer. His verse went 

through elaborate changes as he hardened and fixed his language under the weight of awful forefront experience of 

war. "… his verse has comprehensiveness as it endeavors to go up against the peruser about the experience of war. 

He is offended by the silly death toll just as the dehumanizing impacts of war." 
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 Owen passed on a sensible ideal, fashioned with sharpness and incongruity. "While a significant number of 

his associates were composing verse loaded up with mockery and criticism at the shameful acts of war, Owen wrote 

in a more perpetual, important way, portraying the vanity of the battling, the horrible conditions the officers needed 

to fight with down and dirty, in an incredible, in some cases downplayed however consistently humane and 

upsetting design."  

 Nauseated by the cold-bloodedness and misuse of war, Owen kept in touch with probably the most 

remarkable antiwar sonnets in the English language. He worked out of his extreme individual experience as a 

fighter and composed with unparalleled intensity of the physical, good and mental injury of the First World War. 

The entirety of his extraordinary war sonnets on which his notoriety rests were written in the extremely short space 

between August 1917 and September 1918.  

 Owen's "Weird Meeting" shows a thought of the worthlessness of war and the enduring brought about by it. 

The circumstance of the story the sonnet tells is a dream, a bad dream. The way that the rhymes don't actually 

coordinate is a statement of this present circumstance's otherworldliness; it confuses the sonnet's climate. The 

theme of dimness has a place into this unique circumstance, as well: 'dull'; 'gloomy'; 'dim'. In haziness one needs to 

search for a hold - the close to end rhyme delineates this absence of an ideal view over the circumstance. However, 

the rhyme additionally demonstrates another point: agreement is upset, the request forever is confounded. It is 

confounded by the 'fight', the 'titanic wars' and the pounding firearms. Like the pulverization of the world, the 

rhymes are harmed. Regardless of whether this dangerous intensity of war can nor be heard nor found in the hidden 

world, there is no harmony or rest in that 'dismal lobby': the rest of damnation's occupants is so loaded with 

enduring that they need to groan. Even with this anxiety, an exacting rhyme would be improper in view of the 

agreement that is suggested by the personality of sounds. Owen has purposely utilized the close to end rhymes 

(half-rhymes: constantly tumble from a vowel of high pitch to one of low) to show the absence of satisfaction in the 

lives of the youthful warriors because of war. The impact is one of disappointment and misery, like the ideal of 

fulfillment, which can at present be seen in the rhyme, is being crushed as we read the sonnet. Also, this is a 

remarkable strategy created by Owen as an effect of war. The close to end rhymes (half-rhymes), Wilfred Owen 

utilizes in his sonnet "Unusual Meeting", produce a specific environment: they express the secrecy of a horrible 

circumstance. They are a statement of the disharmony of war and the eagerness of the tortures of hellfire. 

 Through gathering and conversing with the more abnormal, Owen concretes his own agony and forlornness. 

It is a peaceful point in the war where "... no firearms pounded ...". With groups of the dead surrounding him, Owen 

nudges and attempts to discover one other soul alive. He finds the more unusual who was breathing and had life, yet 

he was not really alive. The dead bind rises; his 'dead grin' tells the writer that the two men are in damnation: " I 

realized we remained in Hell ". He as well, similar to Owen, was brimming with fear and distress and misery. The 

principle body of the sonnet manages this current man's contemplations on life and what they have discovered; 

about one another. The discourse of the dead man starts with a dark segment about excellence and truth. "Unusual 

Meeting" gives a solid picture of Owen's considerations on war, adversaries, and humankind. Owen puts the 
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characters of "Abnormal Meeting" in Hell after they have kicked the bucket. Not just had the two of them kicked 

the bucket, they had additionally shared their snapshot of murdering. They had been adversaries of war, and on 

account of this they had both murdered one another and met again in Hell. 

 Death has made them allies, and before they sleep for ever they can talk, agree on the  horrors of war, 

and mourn the potential that has died with them. … Paradoxically, this  Hell is in fact a place of peace and 

reconciliation, where dead enemies become brothers  in their loathing of war. Far from being at the 

beginning of an eternity of everlasting  torment, the two soldiers are freed from all pain and horror. The real 

Hell is the war  which they have left behind. 

 Owen's another sonnet "Dulce et Decorum Est", which endeavors to mention to regular citizens what the 

front was truly similar to, is in reality more worried about the writer's own tortured dreams, the significant 

manifestation of his shell stun, than with the demise of the gassed warrior. As the fantasy is excessively quick, the 

sonnet gets unintelligible. The sonnet opens with the fair portrayal of depleted officers down and dirty and 

afterward comes the depiction of a gas assault: "Gas! Gas! Speedy young men! A joy of bungling". Bliss can 

deliver mishandling, however this isn't the rapture that goes with the information on the chance of break rather the 

fevered feeling of the unnerved bumbling itself. One officer neglects to fit on his gas-cover in time. Being spooky 

by the desolation of the warrior, the writer duplicates the circumstance through the words so strikingly that the 

perusers want to encounter a genuine circumstance. Here the realistic depiction of the war zone and the dangerous 

utilization of direct discourse are the aftereffects of Sassoon's impact upon him. 

 He has utilized striking symbolism essentially to eliminate any sentimental or devoted thought that it is 

sweet beyond words one's nation. Owen flings the agony into the perusers' face. Envisioning "old poor people 

under sacks", reveals to us these men are fight exhausted, yet additionally gives us a clue that they are frightened of 

what is coming down the road for them. Utilizing realistic terms, for example, 'blood-shod', Owen isn't just letting 

us know of the damnation of war, he is indicating us. In "Vanity" Owen addresses the pointlessness of war and 

religion. 29 The sonnet depicts the pity of battle in a quiet and addressing way. The demise of the warrior in this 

sonnet is only a beginning stage for Owen's all inclusive addressing of the pointlessness of war and mankind when 

all is said in done. In the event that, in any sense, man is nature's most noteworthy accomplishment, the demolition 

of a man through war is a harsh reality. Man slaughters one of his gradually advanced species whom the sun, with 

all its capacity, can't resuscitate. In such a case, the 'work' of the sunbeams is transformed into a joke, as is all that 

else related with the enlivening of the chilly mud. Owen in this consolidated sonnet doesn't utilize visual pictures of 

awfulness as he is known for. He summons sentiments inside the peruser that regularly are more horrendous. Owen 

was persuaded that a significant number of the individuals who stayed in England, who hadn't encountered the 

fighting of WWI didn't see how the troopers were enduring, thus couldn't communicate genuine compassion toward 

the warriors. He likewise accepted that pity was the initial move towards adoration and harmony. So by stating 

"Purposelessness" he would have intended to depict the uselessness of war, the pointless loss of human life, and to 

stimulate pity and distress in the individuals who read it. 
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 "Song of devotion for Doomed Youth" focuses predominantly on the loathsomeness of war, and particularly 

the passing of youngsters on the cutting edge. Here Owen can adequately pass on his shock at the lamentable death 

toll of the youngsters who won't be agreed the poise of a memorial service while their friends and family keep on 

grieving their pointless passings. The sonnet is a declaration to "the frightfulness and worthlessness of war". In this 

sonnet Owen differentiates the nobility of a memorial service with the barbarity of the battlefront. 'Hymn' alludes to 

a song of recognition, commitment or nationalism and Owen utilizes the title unexpectedly to challenge what 

affirmation or love is concurred to the youthful warriors. The facetious inquiries are utilized in the sonnet to feature 

the insult of the passings. The representation and similar sounding word usage of weaponry further underlines the 

brutality of their demises: "the immense outrage of the firearms ... the stammering rifles' quick clatter". Owen 

continues the differentiation by alluding to "rushed orisons" and ensembles. However these ensembles are not the 

grave voices related with the singing of songs rather they are embodied to be "The piercing, psychotic ensembles of 

crying shells". "The principle subject of the sonnet is of a burial service. The sonnet inquires as to whether there 

will be a burial service by any means. What passing chimes will ring for the dead? No, simply automatic weapon 

and rifle discharge. What memorial service pall will there be? Simply the paleness of sweethearts and spouses. Yet, 

they are not even there, they are still at home, pausing... stressing. It is stating that these young men are biting the 

dust and not in any event, getting a good burial service, the sacred ceremony of the dead." Here "the whiteness of 

young ladies' temples" honors dead fighters and the grieving patient personalities of the ladies in grieving are the 

same as the pitiful strict relief. It extends the comfort that the dead will be recalled by their families The 

consolatory and appropriate services of strict and institutional grieving difference with the ruthless idea of their 

demises. He likewise focuses on the prompt audio cues of the sonnet. The outcome is lines, which replicate the 

hints of war. 

 Like the other war poets, Owen's objective was to compose reality and not to romanticize or perform the 

verse. He prevailing with regards to depicting the truth of the war – the weariness, the vulnerability,, the 

loathsomeness or more all, its pointlessness – without losing his masterful balance, or permitting sharpness to crawl 

into his work. He worked out of his extreme individual experience as a fighter and composed with unparalleled 

intensity of the physical, good and mental injury of the First World War. He graphically depicts the torment and 

pain of warriors in fight. Owen offers the peruser far beyond the knowledge into the abhorrences of battle by 

demonstrating the pity. His verse is vital for its energetic revilement of war utilizing ground-breaking language. He 

is resolved that his verse will argue for the individuals who endure and are awkward—to the individuals who are 

oblivious of, or impassive to, this anguish. "Song of devotion for Doomed Youth" causes this request by contrasting 

the fighters' authoritative treatment and that which cows to get before their butcher. In "Song of devotion for 

Doomed Youth", "Excavators" and "Unusual Meeting" beginning motivation is sympathy or pity. In "Peculiar 

Meeting" he summarizes his idea on absolute misfortune and misuse of war. The simplicity with which the 

coalmine in "Diggers" is amplified to turn into a picture of war, or with which the sinkhole in "Odd Meeting" is 

depicted as like but totally not at all like a wartime burrow, shows how Owen's creative mind could, without 

stressing, contribute reality with legendary essentialness. 
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